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About This Game

Odd||Even is a math and logic based, integer placement puzzle game created by irritatingFLY studio.

Oddeven-game Features

  powerful puzzle generator with natural interface

  feature rich mathematical-software

  full control given to users

  sharp graphics

  90 logical selected puzzles

  full rights (once purchased you can use generated puzzles as you like, even for commercial use)
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insert review here. Grim Dragons is a unique casting of Dragons as they really are. Too often we don't get the dragon's point of
view when we humans get nice and comfy near their nests. And it follows that a dragon would indeed have something to say
about all the noise that we make! (Can't say much about how we smell though.)

You play as one such lovely creature for once. A dragon, named Cyril, who has had a nap disrupted by humans.

I enjoy the relationship the author of this game has done with Cyril. He isn't the bad guy in his own mind, he's just protecting
his roaming grounds and doing what any normal dragon would. And that kind of thinking is surprisingly provoking! It makes it
very enjoyable despite what many others would say it lacks in graphical content.

Well, I got a dragon game worth playing now!

EDIT: But, this game has likely been abandoned, therefore I do not recommend purchasing this unless the creator fulfills his
dream and finishes it. By then, we might have a better game to buy anyway! (Unless more dragon games continue to flop that is.
Any hints where a good one may be?). I really want to give this game a positive review because it's one of the very few
halloween themed games in existence. It has a lot of potential and it looks really cool but there are a lot of things that need to be
fixed. First of all some of the enemies take too many hits to kill and when they come up to you and attack you go flying up in
the air and they just circle around you so you just have to aim down and spam until they're all dead which is pretty annoying, It
would be good if there was a difficulty setting to help with that if there's no other way of changing how the enemies attack. The
enemies projectiles go through walls and hit you almost every time which is a load of crap. Also the mouse moment feels really
weird and slow, and you can't look directly up so it's hard to hit the flying enemies when they're above you. As well as that when
you shoot if you're moving in a direction the bullets swerve whichever way you're moving which is dumb, the aiming is off
aswell and most of the time you can't hit the enemies, maybe its the hitboxes or something but it's very annoying. The gun
doesn't sound very good and that could be improved. The maze game mode isn't very fair cause you don't start out with a
weapon so you can't kill anything. The arena mode is really difficult aswell. Overall it looks really cool but there's a LOT that
needs fixing\/improving. Sadly it feels like this game was made by a child so I doubt this will have any major improvement at all
ever.. The game was made in 2006 so its expected to have a bit of trouble running, no it will never be fixed by the developers,
but of course by removing a few files you can fix most, if not all of the major problems with running the game. Of course the
graphics are also sub-par but in 2006 these graphics were the bomb tbh.
Besides that gameplay wise the game is quite fun, you run New York thats about the gist of it, theres a variety of buildings and
building styles for each district not everything looks exactly the same, tbh I don't even think I got through every building the
game has so that says something. You also get a bit of customization with the exterior of buildings, but this has a bit of a bug
because some buildings will not let you place items in the right place or let you place items at all.

Overall, the game has problems but when you fix them the game is enjoyable just like any other city builder out there.. This
game is strikingly beautiful and is enjoyable to play. However, unless Im seriously missing something it does not contain several
important elements. It needs a sonar suite similar to 688i, Sub Command etc. There is no workable towed array or broadband
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scope. You can not switch sensors. The sonar in general is very rudimentary. Being able to work and stalk contacts, generating a
firing solution etc is the core of any good sub sim. This game lacks it.

Im not sure if they plan to add these features or not, but until they do I can never take it seriously. On the upside it has some
very nice features. I like being able to form knuckles in the water and I love the interaction with aircraft.

As nice as it is it certainly doesn't justify a $40 price tag unless you treat it as an early access game with the needed features
coming in the future.

For now, I'll just go back to playing Dangerous Waters.. Please make it possible to change the graphics, sounds and music to the
old windows ones most of us grew up with.
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This game is hard, very, very, hard. 10/10. For my personal opinion, this game is so scary. Although, I already prepare myself to
play this horror game. Sound is O.K., but graphic is seems like some horor games in last 10 years+ ago.

However, if you are looking to find a good horror game with not expensive price. Please spare your money to support this game.

Thank you.

From a Thai gamer.. Pretty poor gameplay. Game is obviously not finished, controls need to be sorted out - they are not
consistent. Why are there no help interface available in the realistic setting. I don't want to play shorter versions of the game -
but would like the interface in the beginning. Quite disappointed.. This game is addicting. I have to wake up in four hours, but I
just can't stop.

Update August 18, 2015:

Polyball is a great indie game because it has an attention to detail and yet it's remarkably simple. I thoroughly enjoy the lack of
cookie-cutter scenery (every level is unique). The ball itself seems more of a polyhedron than an actual sphere, but I find it
rather endearing. The racing element is absorbing, I find myself trying to top other players' ghost replays hundreds of times on a
single level. This game truly brings out the trial and error spirit in me, and I can't say many games do that. If you are looking for
a simplistic, yet highly responsive racing game that doesn't have to be about cars, race tracks, steering wheels, or crashing then
you are currently on the right page. Studio Monolith has a great game in the making and its name is Polyball. 10/10. This was
one of the classic early Sierra adventure games, featuring random deaths, the ever-present threat of mining the wrong claim, and
proof of Al Lowe's sacred mantra 'Save Early, Save Often.' If you can get past the parser interface (you'll have to actually type
with correct spelling with the approved verbs) this version seems to have fixed some of the timing issues (particularly the
'normal is timestop') in previous DosBox versions. It's fairly historically accurate, it's more than entertaining for a really old
game, and for an old Sierra fan like myself, it was an instabuy.

The sound does seem to lag the game just a bit, which is odd.
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